Ziggy Table & Stool
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Ziggy Table & Stool
The modern workspace is built around versatility
and adaptability. Pieces need to fit in with a user’s
changing needs throughout the day and the Ziggy
Table and Stool were designed to do exactly that.
Whether utilized for solo work or combined in
groups for collaboration, these pieces fit with
the needs of the ever-changing office and public
environments.

Free to Roam
Structurally striking and playfully unique,
Ziggy Table is a fun and functional addition to
any multi-use space. Its light weight and compact
nature allow the table to easily be moved to create
a safe and comfortable workspace anywhere.
Utilize Ziggy as a laptop or side table with existing
lounge pieces, or pull up a pouf to create a smallfootprint work station wherever needed.

Stack It Up
Ziggy was intentionally designed with a 60° angle,
allowing for 6 tables to come together to create a
larger group breakout area. Once the meeting is
done, stack up the tables and tuck them away to
save precious space.

Make Any Space a Workspace
With a high quality leather handle and base,
Ziggy Stool is ready to slide wherever you need it.
The triangular shape and contoured foam
top create a comfortable and directional seat
while also distinguishing it from other poufs on
the market.

Better Together
While they’re great pieces individually, Ziggy Table
and Stool really shine when brought together. The
shape of the stool was designed to nest directly
under the table, saving space when not in use, but
providing an easy touch-down spot when needed.
Create a winning combination for productivity with
these two pieces.

Create Your Color Story
With a variety of table top finishes and frame color
options, Ziggy Table can easily align with your
space’s design aesthetic.
Specify a complementary fabric on Ziggy Stool
to create a dynamic duo. Leather handle and base
available in Black or Brown.
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For the Perfect Touch-Down Spot
Ziggy Table and Stool are designed to not only work well together, but to function in many ways with existing
pieces. Find the perfect companion to Ziggy within Hightower’s extensive collection of products.
For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

Ziggy Stool

Ziggy Table

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Kona
3-Seat Sofa with Arms

Arlo
Highback Lounge

Breck Lounge

Gimbal
Low Lounge Rocker

Linden
Meeting Table

Teton
Round Café Table

Kona Laptop Table

Nest Wood Tables
Small Side Table

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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